
 

      High School Required Summer Reading 2017 

Where to find the book? 

Summer reading books are available for download in iBooks (iPad) or you may purchase 

through Amazon.com or other book stores/websites. Books may also be available to 

check out at the local library, but copies are limited.  

Assessments will be given over books during the first weeks of school. 

Rising Freshmen 

A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

Summary: With the rise of the Berlin Wall, twelve-year-old Gerta finds her family suddenly divided. She, her 

mother, and her brother Fritz live on the eastern side, controlled by the Soviets. Her father and middle brother, who 

had gone west in search of work, cannot return home. Gerta knows it is dangerous to watch the wall, to think 

forbidden thoughts of freedom, yet she can't help herself. One day, while on her way to school, Gerta spots her 

father on a viewing platform on the western side, pantomiming a peculiar dance. Then, when she receives a 

mysterious drawing, Gerta puts two and two together and concludes that her father wants Gerta and Fritz to tunnel beneath the 

wall, out of East Berlin. However, if they are caught, the consequences will be deadly. No one can be trusted. Will Gerta and her 

family find their way to freedom? 

Rising Sophomores 

Auschwitz Escape by Joel Rosenberg  
Summary:  Jacob Weisz is forced to flee his beloved Germany and join an underground resistance group in Belgium. 

But when a rescue operation goes horribly wrong, Jacob finds himself trapped in a crowded cattle car headed to 

southern Poland. Sentenced to hard labor in the Auschwitz labor camp, Jacob forms an unlikely alliance with Jean-Luc 

Leclerc, a former assistant pastor who was imprisoned for helping Jews. They’ve been chosen for one of the most 

daring and dangerous feats imaginable―escape from Auschwitz.  

Rising Juniors 

Unbroken by Laura Hillenbrand 

Summary: Louis Zamperini was an incorrigible delinquent. As a teenager, he channeled his defiance into running, 

discovering a prodigious talent that had carried him to the Berlin Olympics. But when World War II began, the 

athlete became an airman, embarking on a journey that led to a doomed flight on a May afternoon in 1943. When 

his Army Air Forces bomber crashed into the Pacific Ocean, against all odds, Zamperini survived, adrift on a 

foundering life raft. Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles of open ocean, leaping sharks, thirst and starvation, enemy aircraft, 

and, beyond…a trial even greater. (**the book version is much different than the movie**) 

 

Rising Seniors  

The Traveler’s Gift by Andy Andrews 

Summary: Only a few months ago, he was a successful executive. Now he’s a desperate man. But a divine 

adventure is about to unfold. Join David Ponder on an incredible journey that will help you discover the Seven 

Decisions for Success. 


